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LS Series Stationary Load Banks
Load Banks Direct, LLC is a leading manufacturer of
high-capacity Load Banks. The LS Series of Stationary
Outdoor Load Banks offers the most robust, high-capacity,
outdoor designs in the industry. LBD is setting the standard
with intelligent operator controls, safety indication layouts,
adjustable load step resolution, and ease of installation.
The LS Series of Stationary products is the perfect solution
for regularly scheduled testing and commissioning of
mission-critical standby emergency power systems.
>

Outdoor Weatherproof Construction

>

Rated for continuous duty with no cool-down period

>

Highest Capacity in the smallest installed footprint

>

Branch circuit fusing virtually eliminates catastrophic failure

> Slide Out Resistor Case Assemblies
>

Intelligent Safety Circuits, Indicators. and Operator Controls

Construction

I

Built to Last

LBD products are constructed of galvanized steel with the
highest quality durable powder-coat paint finish and
external stainless steel fasteners. All power, motor, and
control connections are provided in a sealed
thermostatically controlled heated compartment to limit
any harmful effects of moisture and condensation.
Vertical airflow provides the highest capacity in the
smallest installed footprint, and exhausts hot-air away
from personnel and other installed equipment.
The enclosure is stationary-type, outdoor construction,
installed and operated on a floor, roof-top, or concrete
pad. Forklift channels are provided within the base for
ease of lifting and handling during installation.
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PowerDyne ™
When Quality Matters
PowerDyne™ Resistors are the most
rugged in the industry. The non-corrosive
resistance alloy can fully handle the effects
of an outdoor installation. They are
completely supported across their entire
length within the air stream by stainless
steel support rods which are insulated with
heavy-duty, high-temperature ceramic
Insulators. Change in resistance is
minimized by maintaining conservative
tesistor designs.
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